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The Real Unemployment Story
Short blurb on US unemployment figures
‐ Quoted as one figure, but actually lots of parts to it
‐ Story can change substantially for the same figures
‐ Mentions variety of other metrics at play (no. of ppl in work/ still
looking for work, consumer/ business confidence, state/industry, etc)
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Calculating Unemployment
Short blurb on how the unemployment rate is calculated using the total number of people in
work and looking for work (ie. unemployed).
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The unemployment rate STATE1 is higher in
Month12 due to (B,BBB – A,AAA) more people
looking for work.
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Other Related Numbers

Short blurb on how the unemployment rates leaves out other numbers which some commentators point to from
time to time. These other numbers can sometimes tell a different story than the unemployment rate by itself.
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The unemployment rate for STATE1 went up
from XX% at Month1 to YY% at Month12
During this time there were (H,HHH – G,GGG)
more people who were employed in a lower
level job than what they were suited to.
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